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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR SECURING A MOBILE ELECTRONIC DEVICE BASED ON LOCATION

FIELD OF INVENTION

This invention relates to a method and apparatus for securing an electronic device, more particularly, to a method and apparatus for securing a mobile electronic device based on location.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

A number of methods have been developed to address the security of mobile electronics and security of information stored in the device. Some of these methods include the use of hardware systems while others include software systems. Hardware system generally includes laptop locks and motion sensors, which physically secures an electronic device by detecting movement. Software system includes functions having encryption technology, which protect against unauthorized access to the information stored in the electronic device.

Use of the hardware device is generally limited to larger mobile electronic devices such as laptop computers. Also, use of the hardware system requires fixed location or structure to secure the mobile device. Furthermore, hardware systems are inconvenient for smaller devices, especially where a fixed structure is not available, such a mobile device at the beach.

Use of the software system does not provide adequate protection against unauthorized removal of the mobile device from a location. Once removed (stolen) from a location, the thief may freely attempt to access the information at another location without alerting others that the device used by the thief is stolen.

It would be useful if a security lockout system was based on geographical range, which is generated at the time of activation of security lockout system. Furthermore, it would be useful to lockout access to the mobile device's
content and provide a warning if the mobile device is moved out of the set geographical range.

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

The present invention advantageously provides an apparatus and an associated method for an electronic device having a security lockout system to facilitate alerting the owner and preventing an unauthorized user from accessing contents of the electronic device when moved from a predetermined geographical range.

The present invention encompasses an electronic device, such as a mobile terminal or a personal digital assistant (PDA) or any other mobile device in a communication system (for example, CDMA, TDMA, GSM, etc.). The mobile terminal (MT) comprises a method of receiving location information (for example x, y, z coordinates or latitude, longitude coordinates) from an external source such as base stations or navigational satellites. The MT also comprises a method of determining the geographical range (also known as geographical boundary) upon activating the security lockout method. The MT further comprises a method of activating an alarm and locking out the MT’s features if the MT is moved out of the predetermined geographical boundary.

Once the user activates the security lockout system, the security lockout system remains active until the user enters a valid password to deactivate the system. An advantage of the invention is that all access to the electronic device's content is locked out if the electronic device is moved from the secured location.

A more complete appreciation of all the advantages and scope of the present invention can be obtained from the accompanying drawings, the following detailed description of the invention, and the appended claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
FIG. 1 illustrates a block diagram of a mobile station into which an
embodiment of the invention may be implemented;

FIG. 2 shows a security lockout monitor task software module depiction
of an embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 3 shows a security lockout events task software module depiction of
an embodiment of the invention; and

FIG. 4 shows a security lockout task software module depiction of an
embodiment of the invention.

DETAIL DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of the mobile station 1, according to an embodiment
of the invention. Generally, mobile station 1 includes receiver 10, transmitter
11, and controller (which may also be known as a processor) 15 that is
coupled to transmitter 11 and receiver 10. Processor 15, coupled the
transmitter 11 and the receiver 10, initiates the transmission of outgoing
signals and processes incoming signals, respectively. These signals may
include signaling information in accordance with the air interface of the
applicable cellular or digital system and also user speech and/or user
generated data. The incoming signals may also include location information
of one or more base stations which are within the vicinity (or in
communication) of the mobile terminal 1. The location information may be
received as x, y, z spatial coordinates.

In the preferred embodiment, the mobile terminal 1 comprises a Global
Positioning System (GPS) receiver 22 for receiving GPS signals from one or
more navigational satellites. The GPS receiver 22, is coupled to the
processor 15, the processor 15 for processing GPS signals to calculate the
location of the mobile terminal 1. The GPS signals are transmitted to the
surface by orbiting GPS satellites (preferably three or more), that are picked
up by a GPS antenna 22a of the GPS receiver 22. The GPS receiver 22
converts the GPS signals received from the GPS orbiting satellites into the
spatial coordinates of the current receiver location. The spatial coordinates
may be defined by the four coordinates x, y, z and t, with x, y, z being the
three dimensional spatial point and \( t \) being the time at which the \( x, y, z \) spatial reference occurs. By simple geometry, for example triangulation, the location of the mobile terminal having a GPS receiver 22 can be calculated. The use of triangulation to determine position is well known and one of ordinary skill in the art will recognize that use of GPS signals will produce a very accurate fix on the GPS receiver's 22 location. Using the spatial coordinates determined from base stations or GPS satellites and using well-known triangulation techniques the processor is able to generate the location (or position) of the mobile terminal 1.

A user interface includes a Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) 12, which may comprise a touch-screen display, Light Emitting Diode (LED) 40, tone generator 17, speaker 19, vibrating device 18 and user input device 14, comprising alpha-numeric keypad 14a, all of which are coupled to processor 15. The input device may also comprise microphone 14b for generating input. Mobile station 1 also comprises timer 16 (also referred to as a clock chip) coupled to processor 15 for synchronizing the operations of processor 15 and tracking time. Mobile station 1 further comprises a motion sensor 24 for detecting motion of the mobile station 1.

Mobile station 1 also includes various memories, shown collectively as memory 13. Memory 13 includes a plurality of stored constants and variables that are used by processor 15 during the operation of mobile station 1. For example, memory 13 stores the values of the various feature parameters and the Number Assignment Module (NAM). The memory 13 is also used to store the location information of the mobile terminal 1 and the geographical range (or geographical boundaries). An operating program for controlling the operation of processor 15 is also stored in memory 13 (typically in a read only memory). Memory 13 is also used to store data provided by the user through the user interface. Furthermore, memory 13 is used to hold the subprograms or sub-processes for controlling the operation of mobile station 1 and carrying out the embodiment of the invention. The operating program in memory 13 includes routines for setting up, monitoring and executing a security lockout system.
In an exemplary implementation of an electronic device, analogous to the mobile station 1, a security lockout system is provided for locking out features of an electronic device. The system is executed when at least one predetermined events, discussed below, occurs while the security lockout system of electronic device is set to monitor for an predetermined event. During the setting up of the security lockout system, the current location is calculated. In an exemplary implementation the electronic device, having a GPS receiver 22 coupled to the processor 15, calculates the current location in latitude and longitude. Upon calculating the current location, a geographical range is determined by using the current location and a range value. For example, the current location may be represented in latitude (X) and longitude (Y), then the geographical range, using a range value (R) may be (X-R, Y) to (X+R, Y) and (X, Y-R) to (X, Y+R). These ranges may be predetermined or entered by the user.

Once the security lockout system is set, the electronic device monitors for one or more of predetermined security lockout events. If at least one of the security lockout events occur then the security lockout system begins by determining the current location of the electronic device. If the electronic device is out of the geographical range, then one or more predetermined security lockout features may be activated. For example, an alarm is activated and/or the electronic device's features are locked out wherein a valid password is required to unlock the features. The alarm may comprise a warning light, a warning buzzer, or an audible and/or visual warning, all of which are intended to warn others that the electronic device is moved out of permitted location or area. The statuses of all the security lockout features remain active even if the power of the electronic device is lost or manually turned off. The statuses of security lockout features are re-checked and if it is determined that alarm was previously active, then the alarm is re-activated. For example, even if a thief turns off the power or removes the battery of the electronic device when the alarm is activated, then, the alarm will re-activate when thief returns power to the electronic device.
FIG. 2 illustrates a Security Lockout Monitoring Task, shown generally at 200, of an embodiment of the present invention in which mobile station is placed in a monitor mode. The method is operable to set the security lockout system of the mobile station 1. The Security Lockout Monitoring Task 200 is initiated when the user initiates the activation of the Security Lockout system by using the menu functions of the mobile station or by actuating a predefined key of the mobile station 1. At block 202, the processor 15 determines the Security Lockout location of the mobile station 1. The Security Lockout location is determined by capturing the current location of the mobile station 1 using the location determining techniques described above. In the preferred embodiment, well known GPS location determining techniques are used to calculate the most accurate current location. The location may be represented in latitude and longitude coordinates. Note that other location determining methods, such as network aided methods, may be used without departing from the invention.

At block 204, the processor determines a Security Lockout range (or geographical boundary). In a preferred embodiment, a range value (R) may be predetermined, for example 5 feet, at the time of manufacture. Then, the range value is used in conjunction with the Security Lockout location, thereby creating a geographical boundary based on Security Lockout location of the mobile station 1. In the preferred embodiment, the geographical boundary coordinates are presented in (X,Y) wherein (X,Y) represent the Security Lockout location. The shape of geographical boundary may be a square or a circle shaped boundary. A square shaped geographical boundary, wherein R=5, would be a 10 feet by 10 feet area with (X, Y) as the center. A circle shaped geographical boundary, wherein R=5, would be a circle having a 10 feet of diameter. These geographical boundary coordinates (X, Y) and R are stored in memory 13 for later use. It should be noted that the user might be allowed to manually modify the range value and shape, thereby increasing or decreasing the geographical boundary. At block 206, a message is displayed on the display 12 to indicate that the security lockout feature is active and the user is prompted to enter a password to deactivate the feature. At this stage, the security lockout system is activated and the status of mobile station is set
to security lockout system active and the processor 15 begins monitoring for one or more events from a list of Security Lockout events (discussed below), at block 208. Once, the security lockout system is activated, the status of the mobile stations remain active until deactivated by an authorized user.

The types of events defined in a list of Security Lockout events may be predetermined at the time of manufacture or setup by the user of the mobile station 1. In a preferred embodiment, the Security Lockout events for mobile station 1 comprises a motion event, a power on event and a functional key actuated event. The processor 15 generates these events, only if the security lockout system is activated. The processor may determine if the security lockout system of the mobile station 1 is activated, by checking the status of the mobile station 1. The processor generates the motion event when the motion sensor of the mobile station 1 is activated. The power on event is generated when the mobile station 1 is turned on and the security lockout system was active before the previous powering off of the mobile station 1. By checking the status of the mobile station 1, the processor determines if the security lockout system was previously activated. The functional key actuated event is generated upon actuation of any one of functional keys of keypad 14a of the mobile station 1. For example, the functional keys comprise 0-9, *, # and arrow keys on the keypad 14a. The functional key actuated event usually occurs when the user is attempting to access the features of the mobile station 1.

FIG. 3 describes a Security Lockout Events task 300 accordance to an embodiment of the invention for determining which actions to execute based on the security lockout events. This task is initiated when any one of the security lockout events described above is generated. At block 302, the status mobile station 1 is determined. If determined, at block 302 that the status of the mobile station 1 is alarm active or the parameters are not available, then at block 304, the activation of alarm is continued until a valid password is entered. Generally, the parameters are not available if the unauthorized user removes the memory of the device to avoid the activation
of the alarm. Otherwise, at block 306, the processor executes the Security Lockout task described below.

FIG. 4 describes a method of a Security Lockout task 400 in accordance to an embodiment of the invention for activating the security lockout feature of the mobile station 1. The Security Lockout task 400 is executed when at least one of the Security Lockout events occurs. At block 402, the current location of the mobile station 1 is captured. At block 404, the current location is compared to the predetermined Security Lockout range. In the preferred embodiment, \((X', Y')\) represent the current location, \((X, Y)\) represent the Security Lockout location (described above) and \(R\) represent the range value. For the geographical boundary that is set to a square shaped boundary, the processor determines the current location \((X', Y')\) to be within a square shaped boundary if \((X-R \leq X' \leq X+R)\) and \((Y-R \leq Y' \leq Y+R)\). For the geographical boundary that is set to a circle shaped boundary, the processor determines the current location to be within the circle shaped boundary if the distance between the current location and the Security lockout location is less than or equal to \(R\). Using well known mathematical equations, the processor determines the current location \((X', Y')\) to be within a circle shaped boundary if \(\text{sqrt}((X'-X)^2 + (Y'-Y)^2) \leq R\). Regardless of the shape of the geographical boundary, if the mobile station 1 is within the Security Lockout range, then exit the Security Lockout task, at 414. Otherwise, at block 406, the processor 15 locks out all or predetermined features of the mobile station 1 and prompts the user to enter a valid password. Also, a timer is started (30 seconds for example) and is displayed on the display 12. The user, which may be a thief, is allowed a predetermined time to enter a valid password to deactivate the Security Lockout System. At block 408, determination is made to check if a valid password was entered within the predetermined time. If determined, at block 308, that a valid password was entered within allotted time, then at block 410 the Security Lockout system is deactivated. Otherwise, at block 412, an alarm function is activated. Depending on the mobile station's 1 settings, the alarm function may comprise the processor 15 flashing the LED 40, providing loud beeps using the speaker 19, generating loud tones using the tone generator 17 of
the mobile station 1 or automatically dialing a stored number (for example, a police dispatch). Also, the processor sets mobile station 1 status to alarm active and the status of the mobile station 1 remains alarm active until a valid password is entered.

As examples, the method and apparatus may also be implemented in electronic devices such as PDA, GPS devices, portable computers, and other devices having a wireless connection system and location receiving methods. The method and apparatus may be realized by implementing an operating mode, which may be modified by the user using a menu feature.

Thus, while the invention has been particularly shown and described with respect to preferred embodiments thereof, the above description is intended by way of example only and is not intended to limit the present invention in any way except as set forth in the following claims.
CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method of securing an electronic device having a security lockout system, against unauthorized removal and usage outside a geographical boundary, the method comprising the steps of:
   - activating the security lockout system;
   - monitoring for a security lockout event;
   - determining if the current location of the electronic device is within the geographical boundary when said security lockout event occurs; and
   - activating an alarm function if the current location is not within the geographical boundary.

2. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the step of activating the security lockout system further comprises steps of:
   - calculating the geographical boundary; and
   - storing the geographical boundary in a memory of said electronic device.

3. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein said security lockout event comprises a power on event, where said power on event is generated upon powering on the electronic device.

4. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein said security lockout event comprises a motion event, where said motion event is generated upon detecting motion of the electronic device.

5. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein said security lockout event comprises a functional key actuated event, where said functional key actuated event is generated upon actuation of one or more functional keys of the electronic device.

6. The method as claimed in claim 1, further comprising the step of prompting the user to enter a valid password within a predetermined time, prior to the step of activating said alarm function.
7. The method as claimed in claim 6, further comprising the step of deactivating said alarm function if a valid password is provided within said predetermined time.

8. The method as claimed in claim 6, wherein said alarm function comprises the step of generating loud beeps using a speaker.

9. The method as claimed in claim 6, wherein said alarm function comprises the step of generating loud tones using a tone generator.

10. The method as claimed in claim 6, wherein said alarm function comprises the step of flashing an LED.

11. A method of securing an electronic device having a security lockout system against unauthorized removal and usage outside a pre-calculated geographical boundary, the method comprising the steps of:
   calculating a current location of the electronic device;
   determining if the electronic device within the geographical boundary; and
   activating an alarm function if it is determined that said current location of the electronic device is not within the geographical boundary.

12. The method as claimed in claim 11, the method further comprising the step of detecting a security lockout event, prior to the step of calculating said current location of the electronic device.

13. The method as claimed in claim 12, the method further comprising the step of activating the security lockout system, prior to the step of detecting said security lockout event.

14. The method as claimed in claim 13, wherein the step of activating the security lockout system further comprises the steps of:
   calculating said geographical boundary; and
   storing said geographical boundary in a memory of said electronic device.

15. The method as claimed in claim 13, wherein the step of activating the security lockout comprises receiving input from the user.
16. The method as claimed in claim 12, wherein said security lockout event comprises a power on event, where said power on event is generated upon powering on the electronic device.

17. The method as claimed in claim 12, wherein said security lockout event comprises a motion event, where said motion event is generated upon detecting motion of the electronic device.

18. The method as claimed in claim 12, wherein said security lockout event comprises a functional key actuated event, where said functional key actuated event is generated upon actuation of one or more functional keys of the electronic device.

19. The method as claimed in claim 11, further comprising the step of prompting the user to enter a valid password within a predetermined time, prior to the step of activating said alarm function.

20. The method as claimed in claim 19, further comprising the step of deactivating said alarm function if a valid password is provided within said predetermine time.

21. The method as claimed in claim 11, wherein said alarm function comprises the step of generating loud beeps using a speaker.

22. The method as claimed in claim 11, wherein said alarm function comprises the step of generating loud tones using a tone generator.

23. The method as claimed in claim 11, wherein said alarm function comprises the step of flashing an LED.

24. The method as claimed in claim 11, the step of calculating current location comprises the step of receiving location information from one or more GPS satellites.

25. The method as claimed in claim 11, the step of calculating current location comprises the step of receiving location information from one or more base stations.

26. An electronic device having a security lockout system to secure against unauthorized removal and use, the electronic device comprising:
a receiver for receiving location information;
a memory having geographical boundary coordinates stored;
a processor coupled to said receiver, said processor for calculating a
current location of the electronic device;
said processor coupled to said memory, said processor further
determining if said current location of the electronic device is within said
geographical boundary; and
said processor further activating an alarm function if determined that said
current location of the electronic device is not with said geographical
boundary.

27. The electronic device as claimed in claim 26, wherein said processor
further determines if a security lockout event occurred, prior to calculating
said current location of the electronic device.

28. The electronic device as claimed in claim 27, wherein said processor
further activates the security lockout system, prior to generating said
security lockout event.

29. The electronic device as claimed in claim 28, wherein said processor
further calculates said geographical boundary coordinates and storing said
t geographical boundary coordinates in said memory when activating the
security lockout system.

30. The electronic device as claimed in claim 28, wherein said processor
further activates the security lockout system upon receiving input from the
user.

31. The electronic device as claimed in claim 27, wherein,
said security lockout event comprises a power on event; and
said processor generates said power on event upon the user powering on
the electronic device.

32. The electronic device as claimed in claim 27, wherein,
said security lockout event comprises a motion event; and
said processor further is coupled to a motion sensor for generating said motion event upon detecting motion of the electronic device.

33. The electronic device as claimed in claim 27, wherein,
said security lockout event comprises a functional key actuated event; and
said processor further is coupled to one or more functional keys for generating said functional key actuated event upon the user actuating at least one said plurality of functional keys.

34. The electronic device as claimed in claim 26, wherein said processor prompts the user to enter a valid password within a predetermined time, prior to activating said alarm function.

35. The electronic device as claimed in claim 34, wherein said processor determines if a valid password was entered within said predetermined time and deactivates the alarm function if determined that said valid password was entered within predetermined time.

36. The electronic device as claimed in claim 26, wherein said alarm function comprises said processor generating loud tones using a tone generator.

37. The electronic device as claimed in claim 26, wherein said alarm function comprises said processor flashing an LED.

38. The electronic device as claimed in claim 26, wherein said alarm function comprises processor generating loud beeps using a speaker.

39. The electronic device as claimed in claim 26, wherein said receiver receives said location information from one or more GPS satellites.

40. The electronic device as claimed in claim 26, wherein said receiver receives location information from one or more base stations.
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- SECURITY LOCKOUT TASK
  - CAPTURE CURRENT LOCATION
  - IS THE CURRENT LOCATION WITHIN A PREDETERMINED RANGE?
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- SECURITY LOCKOUT EVENTS TASK
  - ARE THE PARAMETERS FOR ALARM SET TO ACTIVE OR NOT AVAILABLE?
    - YES
      - CALL SECURITY LOCKOUT TASK
    - NO
      - ACTIVATE ALARM AND SET STATUS TO ALARM ACTIVE